CITIES HAVE BEEN EYEING
CASINOS AS A WAY TO SPARK
THEIR MORIBUND TAX COFFERS,
BUT CRITICS SAY THE PAYOFF
ISN’T AS BIG AS IT SEEMS
BY ROSALIND STEFANAC
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Toronto city councillors are currently in
the midst of determining the casino’s fate, but
a similar debate is occurring in municipalities
all across the country. Is there a solid business
case for casinos that offsets their potential for
detrimental social impacts? Is a casino a viable
source of ongoing revenue for a community?
Earlier this year, city council in Surrey,
B.C., decided there wasn’t and rejected a proposed $100-million gaming complex in the
area. Two years earlier, Vancouver city council did the same for a proposed downtown casino. But Ken Wong, an associate professor
at Queen’s School of Business in Kingston,
Ont., says it’s not surprising that more and
more municipalities are considering casinos
when spending on services is outstripping the
tax base. “Done well and properly located,
casinos are a chance for a municipality to get
its hands on some money short term that it
couldn’t otherwise,” he says. “But in the long
run, I’m not certain it’s as sustainable as building a major tourist attraction.”
For one thing, casinos can affect a community’s overall “brand,” Wong says. In the
case of Kingston, which has a richly historic
downtown as Canada’s first capital, a casino
may not fit in as well as it would elsewhere in
the municipality. “In a perfect world, I would
rather invest in things that bring more industry to town or a more concentrated tourism
brand, but a casino is a minimum investment
for immediate returns,” he says.
Immediate returns is the kind of thing
that attracts pro-development officials.
Looking purely at economic development
potential, a resort-style, privately-run casino such as the one proposed for Toronto
by gaming conglomerate MGM Resorts International is bound to be a “major financial
contributor to the city and a significant job
generator,” says Bill Rutsey, CEO and president of the Canadian Gaming Association.
He points to economic success stories in Niagara Falls and Brantford in Ontario where
gaming has increased tourism and provided
significant funds to invest in the community.
“In Niagara, less than 20% of [casino] traffic
now comes from the U.S., but the
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community was able to develop additional business from the Canadian
side and is thriving,” Rutsey says.
Brantford Mayor Chris Friel says the city’s casino has brought in almost 20 million visitors and $50 million in revenue since it opened in
1999. The city has used that money to build post-secondary institutions,
expand hospitals and support numerous charities. “These are things we
wouldn’t have been able to do without that money,” Friel says. “We
have revitalized our downtown with a direct line from the casino, yet
the casino doesn’t have a direct impact on our downtown core.”
Even Windsor, which continues to experience staggering unemployment rates and increasing competition from U.S. gaming sites,
credits its casino as a core element of its city centre. Matt Marchand,
CEO and president of the Windsor-Essex Regional Chamber of Commerce and who was involved with development of Caesars Windsor
Hotel & Casino from the outset, says it has been a very good experience from both an economic and community standpoint. “I can’t find
anyone around here that would say the casino hasn’t been positive,” he
says. “It has provided thousands of jobs, hundreds of thousands of dollars for our community, it has a great convention facility and one of the
best steakhouses in Windsor.”
Marchand says funds from the casino have been instrumental in
enabling the city to clean up a contaminated waterfront. “We’ve also
developed a tremendous park system that’s become the envy of our
friends in Detroit,” he says. “There are lots of people who are benefitting tremendously from the casino.”
Yet it’s also true that Canadians are benefitting less as casinos open
up across the border in the U.S. Profits at Canadian casinos near the
U.S. border have collectively dropped to $100 million in 2011 from
$800 million 10 years earlier. Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corp. has
closed slots at Fort Erie, Windsor and Hiawatha — all of which were
close to the border, although CEO and president Rod Phillips says they
won’t be closing more. Canada’s changing demographics are having an
effect as well. OLG reports that 88% of gaming revenue is from slot
machines, which have little appeal to anyone under 45.
In response to U.S. competition, demographic shifts and ongoing advances in technology, OLG began a “modernization” process
in 2012 that is set to expand the province’s gaming revenues by $1
billion per year to $3 billion starting in 2018 through private-sector
investment in five new casinos as well as existing facilities across the
province. The province took its cue from B.C. and Atlantic Canada,
both of which have reduced their operational costs and improved
efficiencies by allowing the private sector to operate gaming sites.
Since the modernization plan was announced, not one of Ontario’s
24 municipalities with current gaming operations has opted to get
out of the business. Indeed, there are 35 communities in the allotted
gaming zones that are willing to be hosts and an additional 47 that
want to be considered for future sites.
“Even though the debate is now heated, people see the benefits as
the facts become clearer,” says OLG’s Phillips, adding casinos provide

a form of entertainment that millions of people enjoy. Ontario casinos
alone get approximately 2.4 million visitors yearly. “Any business has
elements that can cause harm, but we’ve tried to take a proactive approach to prevent that where we can.” Ontario spends some $54 million year on promoting responsible gaming, which is more than any
other province does.
The possibility of increasing crime rates is another big part of the
debate, but the evidence is conflicting. One large U.S. study, Casinos,
Crime and Community Costs, showed that 8% of crimes were attributed
to casinos in the vicinity, at an additional annual cost of US$65 per taxpayer. Research into crime rates in counties that border gaming areas
also shows casino-related crimes are likely to spill over. Yet another
comprehensive study comparing crime in 12 communities with and
without casinos yielded little consistency. Crimes increased significantly in some casino communities, but decreased in others leading
the authors of Does the Presence of Casinos Increase Crime? An examination of Casino and Control Communities to conclude that crime doesn’t
inevitably increase when a casino takes residence. And The Social and
Economic Impacts of Gambling, a 2011 report by the University of Lethbridge, Alta., also cites a lack of consistency in determining whether
casinos increase crime rates. “Several other studies involved comprehensive and well conducted analyses and still failed to find increased
crime rates, or only found increases in some communities but not
others,” the report concluded.
Marchand says Windsor had a long debate about how a casino might
effect crime. “It’s natural for people to get nervous when something is
unknown, but when you go through it logically, you see that most of the
fears are unfounded.” Friel agrees. “We get some DUIs, but with security and OPP on site, they rarely make it out of the parking lot.”
A 2013 report by the International Gaming Institute, Informing
the Public Debate: Economic Impacts of Casinos, draws on extensive academic research to address some of the other common issues being
debated around casino development. Its results show that an integrated-resort approach is a “best practice” in terms of maximizing
a potential facility’s economic impact. The research also indicates
there aren’t any negative effects on neighbouring property values,
and even suggests moderate increases for both commercial and
residential properties near the facility. Even the “regressive” tax that
would be generated from a casino could be progressive if the raised
revenue was used to fund public transportation or reduce taxes for
lower income groups.
“I didn’t expect the literature to be consistently showing that these
types of casino resorts aren’t cannibalizing surrounding businesses and
may even be improving them,” says report co-author Kahlil Philander,
a senior policy researcher at the Institute. “Really, the negatives with
gambling are on the social cost side rather than the economic.”
The social effects, of course, are harder to quantify. The worldwide rate of problem gambling is generally estimated to be between
0.5% and 1.5%, regardless of gambling exposure. In Ontario, the
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rate is as high as 3.4%, according to a report
by the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health. Dallas Smith, a gambling therapist
and team leader at Lifestyle Enrichment for
Senior Adults, one of Ontario’s first specialized gambling treatment programs, says
it’s the ripple effect of gambling addiction
that makes the toll even higher. “If a family
member is stealing from other family members, there is a financial impact,” he says. “If
a gambler loses big, he takes it out on the
family and there is often domestic abuse,
which can keep other family members home
from work.”
He says new immigrants and seniors are
among the most susceptible to developing
a problem. “With older adults, gambling is
an easy way to fill that time after they retire
and their friends have passed away,” he says.
Even though there are advertising campaigns that raise awareness of gambling addiction, he believes a significant proportion
of revenue drawn by casinos is coming from
those who are spending too much time
there in the first place.
Smith points to measures undertaken by
some Scandinavian countries to keep addiction at bay. Norway, for example, banned slot
machines entirely for several years and now
has gaming devices that feature a mandatory limit to the amount players can gamble
and compulsory breaks in play. “Gambling,
with the proper safety precautions in place,
has the potential to be a nice evening out for
most people,” he says.
Brantford’s Friel says the advantage municipalities and other stakeholders who are
considering casinos have today is the experience of those who ventured before them.
“We didn’t know the impact it would have on
our community when we started out — nobody knew,” he says. “But we have more than
a decade of experience to draw from now.”
So what’s his key piece of advice? Realistic expectations. “It probably won’t be a little
Las Vegas and it won’t save your downtown,
but it won’t hurt it, either,” he says. “How
you spend the dollars, though, is how you
can really benefit.” FP
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